
EPENTHESIS IN PHONOLOGY

In phonology and phonetics, epenthesis is the insertion of an extra sound into a word.

Palsy is a doublet of paralysis. Borrowed words[ edit ] Vocalic epenthesis typically occurs when words are
borrowed from a language that has consonant clusters or syllable codas that are not permitted in the borrowing
language. Adjective: epenthetic. Brigitte variants within German Metathesis may also occur with two
consonants. Routledge, Fambily for Family "She were gentle an' sweet, an' the mos' beautiful creetur in
all--in--in the place where we lived. Phonology in Generative Grammar. Similarly, the agent noun of verkopen
"to sell" is verkoper "salesperson" , but the agent noun of uitvoeren "to perform" is uitvoerder "performer".
William S. Greenwood, The Effects of Epenthesis on Spelling "Epenthesis occurs frequently, both in legal and
in lay language. Late Old English shows an additional aspect in the allophony which was determined by the
frontness or backness of the following vowel, i. Epenthesis is sometimes used for humorous or childlike
effect. Some apparent occurrences of epenthesis, however, have a separate cause: the pronunciation of nuclear
as nucular arises out of analogy with other -cular words binocular, particular, etc. Informal speech[ edit ]
Epenthesis most often occurs within unfamiliar or complex consonant clusters. For example, consider the two
indefinite articles a and an. That is a synchronic analysis. In Dutch , whenever the suffix -er which has several
meanings is attached to a word already ending in -r, an additional -d- is inserted in between. Dissociation of
monosyllabic and polysyllabic words It is a commonly observed phenomenon that long vowels in words of
more than one syllable then to become short or, conversely, that vowels in monosyllabic words lengthen. After
all diphthongs are not represented unambiguously in English orthography. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.
Normally such variants do not survive if the meanings are the same.


